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The Cobra Effect
7 — 21 Jun 2018 at the Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery in London, United Kingdom

15 JUNE 2018

The Cobra Effect. Courtesy of Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery

Here is a painting that is at once a finished work and an artist’s messy palette. It is a map, a vivid topography of colour. Petal-

like daubs of paint explode in a maelstrom, and rich swathes of silk-like pigment have the shimmery sheen of smooth fabric.

Elsewhere, pools of texture appear to melt into rough, liquid pumice, tempting the viewer to run their hand over its their

surface. This map, this unknown country, is a heady mix of sensory colours and textural shapes. In The Cobra Effect (8 June –

21 July 2018) at Kristin Hjellegjerde London, Vienna-based artist André Hemer returns for a second show at the gallery, and his

first solo, to present new works in his signature style.

For the New Zealand-born artist, the key to binding so many elements together lies in the use of light: he combines scanned

images with physical paint, creating sculpted forms which are then scanned and transferred into digital images, only to be

printed back again onto canvas and painted over and over again. By capturing landscapes as well as objects on a flatbed scanner

in this way, he creates conflicting light sources on the canvas that actually serve to unite the disparate elements and imbues each

work with an almost unreal, digital feel, as surfaces are highlighted to the point that they begin to look almost artificial. Yet, his

impasto technique gives them a three-dimensional quality, the hand of the artist present in the thick swirls of pigment, but also,

more subtly, in the melange of digitally manipulated images with which they are fused.

“I think when you look at the paintings, there are areas that are a little dirty in their process, a lack of perfection in the way the

paint is put on,” Hemer has said. “It’s really exploring how those things can be intersected and how something can pass from a

state of materiality to a digital image and then back again.” It is this intersection of the digital and the physical, the convergence

of the two and three dimensional planes, that creates such a unique flattened yet vivid surface in Hemer’s works. They feel both

deconstructed and reconstructed, flat yet sculptural – as if seeing time stretching and bending to encompass all dimensions and

states of being at once.

This conflict – between the two and three dimensional, the digital and the painted, the then and the now – creates a state of

anxiety, of tension. “'Maybe that latter state is the one that most of us find ourselves occupying: uncomfortable and anxious, but

occasionally finding a way to push past that into something conceivably functioning,” muses Hemer. “This is The Cobra Effect,
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to create larger problems in our pursuit of solving the original simple one. But that’s also human activity in a nutshell, to make

things better and then worse at the same time, creating more complexity, and getting somewhere.” Yet at least this process

potentially leads to the creation of something new. “That might sound a little deflating,” says Hemer, “but it’s also an embrace of

something essentially humanistic. Of fallibility and fragility, and a sense of constant learning.”

Perhaps The Cobra Effect speaks more honestly of our times than anything else, as we navigate fast-shifting socio-political

landscapes and globally impactful events that seem only to rage further out of hand the more the powers that be seek to

intervene in them. In the exploded paint petals of a canvas, Hemer shows us that we can see the universe in all its beauty and

chaos.
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Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery
Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery quickly gained recognition in the contemporary art world for showing a roster

of innovative, international artists, both emerging and established, with strong theoretical and aesthetic

bases.

Gallery profile

Location

London, United Kingdom
Founded in

2012
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1. The Cobra Effect. Courtesy of Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery

2. The Cobra Effect. Courtesy of Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery

3. The Cobra Effect. Courtesy of Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery

MORE FROM KRISTIN HJELLEGJERDE GALLERY

James Alec Hardy & Martine Poppe
27 Apr — 9 Jun 2018

Gresham Tapiwa Nyaude & Takunda Regis Billiat
4 May — 2 Jun 2018
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MORE IN LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM

MORE IN UNITED KINGDOM

Specially Normal
29 Mar — 28 Apr 2018

CULTURE

Virtual Focus
8 Feb — 24 Mar 2018

Superimposition
15 Jun — 31 Aug 2018 at Partners & Mucciaccia

Christo and Jeanne-Claudes
20 Jun — 21 Jul 2018 at Stern Pissarro

Working Girls
22 Jun — 14 Jul 2018 at Addis Fine Art

Aboudia
22 Jun — 6 Jul 2018 at Jack Bell Gallery
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Collier Schorr
28 Jun — 1 Sep 2018 at Modern Art in London

Docile Bodies
6 Jul — 20 Sep 2018 at Vitrine in London

FASHION

Catwalking: Fashion through the Lens of Chris
Moore

7 Jul 2018 — 6 Jan 2019 at The Bowes Museum in Barnard Castle

ENTERTAINMENT

Lates
19 Jul 2018 at National Science and Media Museum in Bradford
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